INTRODUCTION
Deep buried Quatemary valley systems incised into older pre-Quaternaiy deposits exist in many glaciated areas in northern Europe and North America and in the offshore areas of the North Sea basin and the Baltic Sea Basin. The vaileys can reach several hundreds of meters below ground surface and they are fihled with diamictons and meltwater deposits. In Denmark the vaileys mainly occur in Jylland where i.e. Lykke-Andersen (1986) has investigated the structures and the formation of the vaileys. In the vaileys aquifers of local or regional distribution are situated and the present paper deals with some of the geological resuits from an investigation at (irundfør, eastem Jylland ( fig. 1 ). The investigation is carried out as part of two larger groundwater projects connected to the Groundwater . Group, The Danish Environmental Research Programme.
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Hildum C c than from interpretations based on borehole data solely. The most important methods comprise description of outcrop facies (Anderson, 1989) , analyses of borehole samples (composition, textures, chemistry) (Larsen et al., 1995) , analyses of borehole gamma and resistivity logs (Sørensen, 1989) and interpretation of resistivity maps produced by Continuous Eleetrical Profihing (PACEP) and Transient Electromagnetic Soundings (TEM) (Sørensen, 1996 , Cbristensen & Sørensen, 1997 . The establishment of the geological model has been performed in four steps (Hansen & Gravesen, 1996) : 1. Analyses and interpretations of data from 280 boreholes and outerop data that were used for construction of 22 cross sections situated in fixed positions. 2. Interpretations of the geophysical data. The resistivity values were interpreted and converted mto lithological units based on known values for Danish sediments. The same cross sections as above were established with these data. 3. The two types of cross section infoimation were integrated into one final cross section. Sixteen regional cross sections were constructed oriented east-west (8) and north-south (8). Six local cross sections with different orientations were placed east of Grundfør ( fig.1) . The cross sections were the basis the three-dimensional model. The spatial relationships became illustrated by fence-diagrams ( fig.2) where the correlations between the layers were carried out in detail. Specially the delineation of the boundaries separating the layers and the interconnectedness between the layers can be determined at this integration, 4. The last step consists of a simplification of the model for the purpose of use in a mathematical hydrological model. 
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RESULTS
The geological model of the Grundfør area demonstrates the spatial relationships and the large scale heterogeneities of two different Quaternary aquifers interlayered with dia.mictons and meitwater clays and silts. All the deposits are situated in a buried valley system that can be traced and connected Out of the area towards the North and the South. The following structural and lithological units have been deseribed (Gravesen, 1994 , Gravesen & Hansen, 1997 ):
1. The buried Valley The valley was incised down to 170 meter below ground surface during the Early Elsterian. This occured mainly in zones of weakness (fault zones) in the Tertiary day formations. The valley wails consist of fine-grained plastic Paleocene, Eocene and Oligocene clays. The valley has been filled with glacial sediments from the Elsterian, Saalian and Weichselian glaciations but no intergiacial deposits are recorded.
2. The valley fl11: Lower diamictons, clays and sands On the bottom of the valley Elsterian fluvial and lake sands and clays were deposited and reworked Tertiary clays (diamictons) was slided down into the basin. Above these deposits thick layers of clayey tills were filled into the vafley.
3. The channel sand and gravel aquifer In the valley a meitwater channel was eroded into the tilis and filled with sand and gravel ( fig.3) . The meitwater streamed through the valley system towards the north and several generations of sand bodies can be recognized. The grain-sizes of the deposits varies along the course of the channel. 4. Intermediate lake day and delta sand Above the channe! sands follow large meitwater day and silt bodies that are up to 55 meter thick. These sediments have been deposited in ice lakes in the valley during the Late Elsterian glaciation ( fig.3) . Lateral of the ice lakes fluvial sand occured and deltas consisting of sand and gravel were built into the lakes.
Upper shallow sand and gravel aquifer
The upper aquifer (the Haldum Formation) reaches outside the valley area. It consists of meitwater sand and gravel deposited on a large outwash plain in front of one of the Weichselian glaciers in the area.
6. Upper Til! cover The Weichselian clayey tili cover occurs as a thin blanket over the Haldum Formation but it is abrupted by geological sand windows that expose the underlying aquifer.
CONCLUSIONS
The geo!ogical variability of the Danish Quaternary deposits is a central parameter in the evaluation of the aquifers. The combination and integration of geological and geophysical data is an important tool in the interpretation of the geological variability. The structure and sediment fl11 in the buried valley at Grundfør demonstrates some of the facets of this variability.
